
Application 
Number

Decision Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

1515141 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

1515151 Approved Join Parent

25339782 Refused ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please 
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

26167452 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

26289232 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

26308392 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

26411392 Approved Study

26783272 Approved Atypical worker

26850062 Refused OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa appeals officer 
that such conditions would be observed.
OC: - Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. The Visa Appeals Officer is not satisfied that you have 
satisfactorily demonstrated the expected benefits of obtaining the qualification 
applied for and how it would enhance your career prospects in India.
 OC: - Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. The Visa Appeals Officer has examined and considered 
all the documentation submitted with reference to your circumstances in India. 
The Visa Appeals Officer is not satisfied that your primary and sole objective is 
to pursue a course of studies and on the balance of probabilities it is unlikely you 
would comply with the terms of a student visa. Furthermore the Visa Officer is 
not satisfied that there are sufficient job –related and economic incentives in 
India which would persuade you to depart Ireland on completion of your course 
of studies.

26921582 Approved Join Spouse

27417222 Approved Join Spouse

27439922 Refused OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

27640072 Approved Join Spouse

27652892 Approved Join Parent
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27662702 Refused CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.

CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not demonstrated or warranted. 
No credible or demonstrable educational or economic need has been advanced 
by you to explain why an Indian National needs to study English Language 
course in Ireland when a plethora of such courses exist in India at much cheaper 
costs economically

 F: - Finances: - the Visa Officer has examined and considered all the financial 
evidence submitted, and is not satisfied that you are in a financially adequate 
position to support your complete period of study in Ireland. 

OC: - Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. The Visa Officer is not satisfied that you have 
satisfactorily demonstrated the expected benefits of obtaining the qualification 
applied for and how it would enhance your career prospects in India.

 OC: - Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration. The Visa Officer has examined and considered all the 
documentation submitted with reference to your circumstances in India. The Visa 
Officer is not satisfied that your sole or primary objective is to pursue a course of 
studies and on the balance of probabilities it is unlikely you would comply with 
the terms of a student visa. Furthermore the Visa Officer is not satisfied that 
there are job –related and economic incentives in India which would persuade 
you to depart Ireland on completion of your course of studies.

27692042 Approved Join Spouse

27692602 Approved Join Parent

27694482 Approved Atypical worker

27706952 Refused --See refusal letter

27707122 Refused --See refusal letter

27708462 Refused --See refusal letter

27723112 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

27723122 Approved Visit (Family / Friend)

27724272 Approved Join Spouse

27727182 Approved Atypical worker

27727322 Approved Study (Phd)

27733692 Refused --See refusal letter

27735402 Approved Join Spouse
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27748352 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - Sufficient 
evidence of finances that were used to secure loan backing for studying abroad 
were not sufficiently  demonstrated or furnished in the documentation submitted 
in this case.

ID:- Student Visa Questionnaire form incomplete - It is noted that you failed to fill 
out pages 5, and pages 10-13 of this document.

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed. - The outlay for this course is quite large. The 
visa officer is not satisfied that such opportunities exist in your chosen field of 
study in India that would make economic sense for you to pursue this course of 
study abroad with a view to returning to India on successful completion of same. 
In other words, you almost certainly would have to work abroad to justify the 
investment in this course. Therefore, your ability and desire to return to your 
country of origin after any such course is open to serious doubt. 

27757452 Approved Atypical worker

27763862 Approved Atypical worker

27789352 Approved Employment

27793012 Approved Business 

27797662 Approved Employment

27801902 Approved Atypical worker

27816052 Approved Join Spouse

27816352 Approved Visit (Tourist)

27821202 Approved Join Spouse

27834702 Approved Employment

27840232 Approved Join Spouse

27852372 Approved Atypical worker

27855192 Approved Atypical worker

27855282 Approved Join Spouse

27858132 Refused --See refusal letter

27860332 Approved Employment

27860592 Approved Conference / Event

27865122 Approved Atypical worker

27868682 Approved Atypical worker

27872732 Approved Conference / Event

27879632 Refused --See refusal letter

27880052 Refused --See refusal letter

27882612 Approved Employment

27882722 Approved Join Spouse

27893132 Approved Join Spouse
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27893172 Approved Employment

27893672 Approved Atypical worker

27894652 Approved Business 

27897492 Approved Join Spouse

27899792 Approved Atypical worker

27901642 Approved Business 

27903312 Approved Business 

27907282 Approved Employment

27908292 Approved Atypical worker

27909022 Approved Business 

27916232 Approved Business 

27916452 Approved Atypical worker

27916532 Approved Study

27916992 Approved Atypical worker

27931932 Approved Employment

27934122 Approved Visit (Tourist)

27935582 Approved Join Spouse

27936462 Approved Join Parent

27942292 Approved Visit (Tourist)

27947622 Approved Employment

27949242 Approved Visit (Tourist)

27950442 Approved Visit (Tourist)

27950722 Approved Conference / Event

27953882 Refused F:- Finances:- insufficient evidence of finances shown. The applicant has failed 
to show evidence of where the finances came from that would lead to the 
approval of the student loan. Detailed evidence of the source of finances used 
must be provided with the application 

27955092 Approved Business 

27958982 Approved Business 

27965712 Approved Visit (Tourist)
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27993652 Refused F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific 
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such 
conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

The evidence of finances submitted does not appear to be complete. The Visa 
officer has not been convinced that the level of earnings indicated are 
commensurate with the amount of loan advanced and thus the credibility of the 
overall finance package is open to some question.

It is noted that you were recently refused a Visa to New Zealand. The reasons 
outlined in  your NZ refusal do not inspire confidence that you have 
demonstrated that your sole and primary reason for going to Ireland would be to 
undertake a course of study successfully within the time allotted for same, and to 
leave the state on successful completion of that course.
It is open to question that would comply with the terms of any student visa 
granted.

27995132 Approved Business 

27995142 Approved Business 

28004262 Approved Business 

28033162 Approved Employment

28038242 Approved Business 

28049052 Approved Business 

28054682 Approved Business 

28054712 Approved Business 

28059202 Approved Employment

28061392 Approved Business 

28064012 Approved Business 
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